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New Groundbreaking Research!
When Worlds Converge: The Changing Face of IT
and Personal Technology Buyers
●
●

Similarities in brand reception and media consumption trends
across the technology buying landscape
Highlights:
There are striking similarities between IT buyers and personal
technology buyers in media consumption related to buying stage
Research results show that branding messages need to be topically
focused in contextually-relevant environments as well as
converged with social communities to achieve maximum impact
More than 90% of both consumer and IT buyers indicate that they
are likely to visit a vendor’s website after viewing their
advertising
While white papers remain strong, IT buyers shifting priorities toward
IT downloads when asked to provide registration information—
consumers prefer to provide registration on technology-focused
websites

© TechTarget

Available in PDF
or PowerPoint
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The Changing Face of IT and Personal
Technology Buyers
● Contextually-relevant advertising influences technology
buyers to further consider brands

© TechTarget
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The Changing Face of IT and Personal
Technology Buyers
● Conversely, non-contextual messaging gets less
consideration from buyers

© TechTarget
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The Changing Face of IT and Personal
Technology Buyers
● IT buyers prefer advertising within specific technologyrelated communities

© TechTarget
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The Changing Face of IT and Personal
Technology Buyers
● Consumers prefer advertising in product review and
peer-driven technology forums

© TechTarget
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The Changing Face of IT and Personal
Technology Buyers
● More than 93% of buyers visit social communities and
more than half contribute content

© TechTarget
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Available Research
Global Edition of Media Consumption: Dec 2010
●

“Understanding Regional Distinctions of How IT Buyers
Research Online”
Determine the extent to which information technology (IT) and line
of business professionals around the world interact with the
Internet; and the particular preferences they have for specific
online content types and information sources based on what’s
available to them and the stage they are in related to their
buying process.

●

Key Points from the Global Media Consumption Study:
Regardless of country, IT research is predominantly conducted
online by teams of 2–7

Available in PDF
or PowerPoint

White papers are not the top content type around the world
Search, vendor websites, and IT publishers were the most popular
sources on a global scale
Most regions cite 2–5 months as the typical timeframe for a buying
cycle
In several regions, sponsored literature takes the number one slot
for most downloaded content
© TechTarget
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Hyper Active User Study
A Profile of TechTarget’s Hyper-active IT
Researchers
●
●

Media consumption habits of our top 30% most active
Highlights:
We’ve learned that hot projects and topically relevant
content drive the most “Hyper-active” researchers
revealing them as valuable prospects
Spend more than 1/2 the day online researching specific
solutions and providers
Highly influential members of the decision-making team
Not “tire kickers”—purposeful researchers whose elevated
activity is driven by quest for relevant information and
pressing business need
Making aggressive technology investments even in the face
of recession

Available in PDF
or PowerPoint

● Most plan 1 to 6 technology projects within the next year

© TechTarget
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Hyper Active User Study—highlight slide
● As found in both Google studies: Issue and opportunity phrases—
awareness stage; Solution phrases—consideration stage;
Comparison phrases—decision stage

© TechTarget
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Hyper Active User Study—highlight slide
● Search Queries Clustered into: Brand, Issue/Opportunity …

© TechTarget
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Hyper Active User Study—highlight slide
● …Solution, Comparison

© TechTarget
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Hyper Active User Study—highlight slide
● White papers most commonly used; vendor comparisons
and trial software used most in consideration/final stages
When researching and/or purchasing technology solutions at your organization, which media types are
you most partial to (choose all that apply)?

© TechTarget
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Hyper Active User Study—highlight slide
● They value content aligned to their buying stage
When researching and/or purchasing technology solutions at your organization, what types
of content are you most partial to?

© TechTarget
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Best Practices
“Making Activity Intelligence™ Actionable to Help Drive
Successful Lead Follow-up Efforts” How to Capitalize on Highly
Active Leads from TechTarget
3 Tiers:
● They will learn how to incorporate activity data to impact conversion of
MQL’s to SQL’s
As the goal here is to move MQL’s to SQL’s as quickly as possible, we’ll discuss
practices around scoring methodology with examples from TechTarget and Dlink
Evaluating data for telesales and making it visible to sales

●

Fully Integrate Activity Intelligence into your CRM Systems so it can be
evaluated, scored and used by multiple constituents within a sales and
marketing organization
● They will understand how to fully integrate activity data into a marketing
interface so it can be evaluated, scored and used by multiple counterparts
within a sales and marketing organization

© TechTarget
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2011 NYC Online ROI Summit Presentations
●

Different Perspectives on Brand Convergence—its meaning in today's online
marketing landscape
Marilou Barsam, SVP of Client Consulting and Corporate Marketing

●

Five Ways to Innovate: Using new media to accelerate marketing results
Andrew Briney, SVP/Group Publisher of IT Strategy and Custom Media

●

Understanding and Leveraging Brand and Demand Generation Activity
Intelligence
Jeff Ramminger, SVP of Products

●

When Worlds Converge: The changing dynamics of the business technology
buyer
Tim Scannell, Editorial Director, TechnologyGuide

●

Super Brand Panel: The experts of online integration today
Marilou Barsam, SVP of Client Consulting and Corporate Marketing, TechTarget

© TechTarget
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Other Marketing Resources
●

You can find further research for:
Marketing/Online Demand Generation and ‘Best Practices’
Activity Intelligence
Purchase Intentions Survey Data
Blogs
● My Educated Guess
● IT Agenda—Insights for Technology Marketers

●
●

Case Studies
Google Research
The Google/TechTarget Behavioral Research Project: Phase 2
Search Behavior of IT Buyers Online During the Purchase Process
● This study tracks the differences between what IT buyers say they do versus their actual
behavior when presented with search scenarios. It becomes obvious that although the
users’ actual behavior closely resembles findings from the first study, there are some
notable differences between three roles; CIOs, directors and administrators

The Google/TechTarget Research Report:
How IT Pros Search during the Purchase Process
http://www.techtarget.com/html/faas_res_index.htm
© TechTarget
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New PowerPoint Template
● Corporate Marketing is in the process of updating major
presentations provided by Global Sales, Media Groups,
International (All 78 of them!)
Making use of the new internal PowerPoint resources to convert all
your basic presentations so you don’t have to

● Corporate Marketing is updating commonly used slides to
match the look and feel of the new template
Site taxonomies
Audience data
Research data charts and graphs
And more

© TechTarget
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New PowerPoint Template
● Where will you find your the presentations in the new template?
Same Intranet locations as now

● What happens if you need a new diagram—new visual
representation?
Contact Pat Volpe or Cynthia Cooper in Corporate Marketing

● What can you do on your own without Corporate Marketing’s help?
Make edits to suit a sales call
Add slides from other presentations
Add slides from the libraries of slides…

© TechTarget
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